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Introduction



Introduction

Surveillance cameras are widely being used in POSCO.

Real-time video understanding is an important step towards.

(strong spatio-temporal modeling & capacity at low latency)

Action Dataset : 12가지의이상행동(폭행, 싸움, 절도, 기물파손, 실신, 배회, 침입, 투기, 강도, 데이트폭력및추행, 납치, 주취행동), 총 700시간

(8400컷) 비디오데이터셋촬영및구축한영상데이터제공) AI Hub  : https://aihub.or.kr/aidata/139

Action Recognition Model Inference result (Fight and Assult) 

http://www.dt.co.kr/contents.html?article_no=2021102702109931650006&ref=naver

https://aihub.or.kr/aidata/139
http://www.dt.co.kr/contents.html?article_no=2021102702109931650006&ref=naver


Preliminaries - Representations for Video Classification

Hand-designed features : Wang et al., Action Recognition by Dense Trajectories, CVPR 2011.

Spatiotemporal ConvNets : Karpathy et al., Large-scale Video Classification with Convolutional Neural 

Networks, CVPR 2014

Two-stream ConvNets : K. Simonyan & A. Zisserman, Two-Stream Convolutional Networks for Action 

Recognition in Videos, NIPS 2014

3D ConvNets (C3D) : Du Tran et al., Learning spatiotemporal features with 3d convolutional networks. ICCV 

2015

Temporal modeling without 3D ConvNets : X. Liu et al., TSM: Temporal Shift Module for Efficient Video 

Understanding, ICCV, 2019

Vision Transformer backbones : A. Arnab et al., ViViT: A Video Vision Transformer. ICCV 2021

Hybrid backbones(CNN+Self AttentionUniFormer: Unified Transformer for Efficient Spatiotemporal 

Representation Learning. ICLR 2022) : K. Li et al., 



Attentional Mechanism(Neural machine translation)

Luong, Thang et al. “Effective Approaches to Attention-based Neural Machine Translation.” EMNLP 2015.

I like to order a pizza because I’m hungry

나는지금배가고파판교에피자주문하고싶다나는지금배가고파판교에피자주문하고싶다

I like to order a pizza because I’m hungryNeural machine translation a 

stacking recurrent architecture for 

translating a source sequence.

Attention Weights(Hard/Soft)

stacked multiple layers of an RNN(Attentional vectors)



Self-Attention 

One is the total computational complexity per layer. 

Another is the amount of computation that can be 

parallelized, as measured by the minimum number 

of sequential operations required. The third is the 

path length between long-range dependencies in 

the network.

Learning long-range dependencies is a key 

challenge in many sequence transduction tasks. As 

side benefit, self-attention could yield more 

interpretable models. We inspect attention 

distributions from our models.

Attention(Q,K,V) : Self-Attention Generative Adversarial Networks

Attention Is All You Need [16]



Attention Is All You Need (NIPS 2017) [16]

Transformer, the first sequence transduction model based entirely on attention, replacing the recurrent layers.

This lead to having more stable gradients



Vision Transformer (ViT) (ICLR 2021) 

“An Image is Worth 16x16 Words: Transformers for Image Recognition at Scale”

CNNs is not necessary and a pure transformer applied directly to sequences of image patches

Vision Transformer has much less image-specific inductive bias than CNNs

The sequence of linear embeddings of these patches 

as an input to a Transformer. The Transformer 

encoder consists of alternating layers of multi headed 

self attention (MSA) and MLP blocks. Layernorm (LN) 

is applied before every block, and residual connections 

after every block

The Vision Transformer performs well when pre-trained on a large JFT-

300M dataset. With fewer inductive biases for vision than ResNets.

※ JFT-300M Dataset (300M web images / ~ 19K categories)

Vision Transformer (ViT) [4]



On Layer Normalization in the Transformer Architecture (ICML 2020) 

Learning Deep Transformer Models for Machine Translation https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.01787.pdf

In this paper, we study why the learning rate 

warm-up stage is important in training the 

Transformer and show that the location of 

layer normalization matters. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.01787.pdf


DeiT (Data-efficient image Transformers) (ICML 2021)

“Training data-efficient image transformers & distillation through attention”

DeiT are image transformers that do not require very large amount of data to be trained.

we train a vision transformer on a single 8-GPU node in two to three days that is 

competitive with convnets having a similar number of parameters and efficiency.



Is Space-Time Attention All You Need for Video Understanding? (ICML 2021)

“TimeSformer” adapts the standard Transformer architecture to video by enabling spatiotemporal feature learning 

directly from a sequence of framelevel patches.

Sequence of frame-level patches with a size of 16 × 16 

pixels. query patch and show in non-blue colors its self-

attention space-time neighborhood under each scheme. 

Patches without color are not used for the self-attention 

computation of the blue patch. Multiple colors within a 

scheme denote attentions separately applied along different 

dimensions (e.g., space and time for (T+S)) or over different 

neighborhoods (e.g., for (L+G)). Note that self-attention is 

computed for every single patch in the video clip, every 

patch serves as a query. it extends in the same fashion to 

all frames of the clip



ViViT: A Video Vision Transformer (ICCV 2021) 

Pure-transformer based models for video classification, we propose several, 

efficient variants of our model which factorise the spatial- and temporal-dimensions 

of the input. how we can effectively regularise the model during training and 

leverage pretrained image models to be able to train on comparatively small 

datasets.

Model 1: Spatio-temporal attention : all spatio-temporal tokens 

Model 2: Factorised encoder : two separate transformer encoders

Model 3: Factorised self-attention : the order of spatial-then-temporal selfattention

Model 4: Factorised dot-product attention :



Multiscale Vision Transformers(MViT) (ICCV 2021) 



Paper Review



Relational Self-Attention (NeurIPS 2021)

A new dynamic feature transform, which effectively captures both 

visual appearance and spatio-temporal motion dynamics for video 

understanding.

[Submitted on 2 Nov 2021]

Re-interpret dynamic feature transforms in a unified way, and provide in-depth analysis on their capability of learning video 

representation, designed to learn rich spatio-temporal interaction patterns across input contents.



Convolution vs. Transformer

Convolution is efficient in memory and 

compute.

Local connectivity can lead to loss of 

global context.

Bad at long sequences(Need to stack 

many conv layers for outputs to “see”

the whole sequence).

S Tuli et al., “Are Convolutional Neural Networks or Transformers more like human vision?,” CogSci, 2021. 

Transformers are flexible and attend to 

information at various distances away 

from Patch.

Good at long sequences

- output sees “all” inputs.

Dynamic w.r.t input

- output “sees” inputs adaptively.

Very memory-intensive

It is difficult for ConvNets to capture long-term dependencies, while self-attention layers are global.



Motivation - Problems in Self-Attention for learning motion

approach model K400 top-1(%)(a) SSV2 top-1(%)(b) Gap(%) (a)-(b)

ConvNet

TSM [12] 74.1 63.4 10.7

MSNet [8] 76.4 64.7 11.7

MoViNet-A3 [7] 78.2 64.1 14.1

SELFYNet [9] 76.9 65.7 11.2

Transformer

TimeSformer-L [2] 80.7 62.3 18.4

MViT-B 16x4 [5] 78.4 64.7 13.7

ViViT-L [1] 81.7 65.9 15.8

Swin-B [17] 82.7 69.6 13.1

Self-attention [16] represents the global information of a sequence.

(global view - appearance is better)

Convolution kernel is spatial-agnostic and channel-specific.

(local view - motion is better)

Vision Transformer, the vision transduction model based entirely on attention, replacing the CNN layers.

Table 1. Performance comparison on Kinetics-400 (K400) and Something-V2 (SSV2)

Video Vision Transformer (ViViT) [1]

Attention is NOT All You Need, at least, for Videos.

(no improvement over generic motion information)



Feature transform

Output Vector

Target Vector (Channel dimension)

M(e.g., M=5×7×7)

Basic Context

M : the size of neighborhood, 

n : a specific position(spatio-temporal)

CxC : channel dimension (in x out)

E : learnable embedding matrices



Self-Attention in Space and Time

Individual query-key interaction for each kernel weight. 

Permutation-invariant output (motion-agnostic)

Limited expressive ability due to the softmax



Relational Self-Attention (RSA)

Relational context : Self-correlation of the basic context 

- motion information of the context

Basic Context : Appearance information of the context

(Equivalent to value embeddings)

Relational Kernel: Weights based on the query-key interactions

Basic Kernel : Weights based on the content of the query itself  



Datasets - Motion centric benchmark

Something-something v1 & v2 (SS-V1 & V2) [6] are both large-scale action recognition benchmarks, 

including 108k and 220k action clips 

Diving-48 [11] is fine-grained action benchmark that is heavily dependent on temporal modeling containing 

18k videos with 48 diving classes

FineGym [14] includes gymnastics action classes Gym288 and Gym99 that contain 288 and 99 action 

classes

Figure 1: Pouring [something]

Figure 1: ['Forward', '15som', 'NoTwis', 'PIKE']

Figure 1: Balance Beam



Ablation Studies on Something-V1



Comparison to SOTA

State-of-the-art on three motion-centric video benchmarks 



Kernel visualization results on SS-V1

the relational kernel dynamically varies according to whether the object moves up 

or down but the basic kernel remains the same and the self-attention kernels are 

limited to aggregating the local context based on the query-key similarities.

Reverse the temporal order of an input video clip(motion information)



Conclusion

1) Problems in self-attention: 

- Individual query-key interaction for each kernel weight, 

resulting in output feature to be motion-agnostic. 

- Limited expressive ability due to the softmax.

- Computational Complexity of Self-Attention.

2) Contributions: 

- In-depth analysis on temporal modeling capabilities of recent dynamic feature transforms. 

- The novel relational self-attention for capturing fine-grained temporal dynamics.

- State-of-the-art on three motion-centric video benchmarks.

3) Limitation:

- The computational efficiency of the RSA could be further improved.

- There will be a more generalized dynamic transform.

- Outperform recent works (Uniformer)
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